
IRINA MCKENZIE
Apparel Sustainability expert, specializing in textile waste. 

Social entreprenuer. 

People connector, community builder. 

Event management, project management. 

Speaker 

FABCYCLE
FABCYCLE is a convenient pick-up service of Fabric Waste (scraps,

offcuts, rolls, samples, swatches etc) from local garment

manufacturers, fashion designers and fashion design schools. 

 

We don't just recycle the fabric, our primary goal is to find innovative

solutions to DIVERT textile waste from the landfill by engaging our

community, connecting with the industry and working with national

and international partners. 

VANCOUVER SUSTAINABLE 
FASHION DESIGNERS (VSFD)
VSFD group connects fashion designers that practice sustainability and

are looking to collaborate, share resources, spark creativity, empower

and support one another. 

 

Since September 2017, we've been running events every 2 months at

various prominent locations in Vancouver with guest speakers and a

Give n' Take session to enable active resource sharing between our

designers.. 

 

We're planning on growing the group into a registered association in

2019. 

FRAMEWORQ EDUCATION SOCIETY 

Frameworq Education Society, a non-profit organization with the

mission to overthrow a throwaway culture, bring back repair skills,

build resilient communities, and divert textile waste from the landfill. 

 

Our most sought after event is the Clothing Fix it event hosted on a

monthly basis at the Mount Pleasant Library. We invite participants

to bring their clothes their own clothes and we provide with the

sewign machines, sewing supplies and volunteer sewing experts to

guide the participants and teach them how to repair their own

clothes. 

To date we hosted 60+ Clothing Fix tit events and engaged with

thousands of fixers while diverting thousands of LBS of textile waste

from the landfill. 

Want to talk about textile waste, recycle

your scraps, manage an event or run a fix it,

clothing swap or a design chalenge? 

@FABCYCLEVAN    |   WWW.FABCYCLE.CA

@VANCOUVERSFD    |    WWW.VSFD.CA

@FRAMEWORQ    |    WWW.FRAMEWORQ.CA

Contact Irina at:  

info @fabcycle.ca     |    (778) 829 - 4245 

CLOTHING FIX ITS    |   CLOTHING SWAPS    |    WORKSHOPS 
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